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HOW TO AVOID CONTAGION:

INTRODUCTION
The planet is going through a hard quarantine process
due to Covid-19 virus and its measures for not catching
the virus or spreading are no social interaction with a
good hygiene, although, people can’t leave their daily
routines because they have to keep assisting their
workplaces in order to supply and sustain their families.

Wash your hand frequently.

Social distance.

Disinfect surfaces and objects.

Use of masks.

Constantly hydrate.

Consume vitamin C.

¿WHAT IS COVID-19?
It’s a respiratory condition that it’s
spreads from person to person and 
also by touching a contaminated
surface or objects.



USER AND

ENVIRONMENT

Family group provider, it’s a person who is
assigned to do the purchases in various points
of purchase, exposing its health.

AGE RANGE: Independent and legal person, disabled and
elderly people must attend in company.

ENVIRONMENT: This pandemic affects all the world both
culturally and socially throughout all continents and countries.

SOCIAL CLASS: Affects all social classes, low-income people
are of greater concern, the wealthiest can opt to a better
healthcare and  lifestyle. 



PROBLEMATIC:
The user at the moment of doing this task what it will avoid the most will be physical contact and 
interaction. The majority of these stores or sales sectors doesn’t count with a bathroom or a 
disinfectant spot for general public, causing the user to enter a state of mistrust since only a 
hand sanitizer is supplied when entering.

PROVIDER PROBLEMS:
o Exposing to the virus.
o Not respecting social distancing.
o Precarious hygiene or disinfectant system.
o Interaction with people and objects.
o Individualism problems (neglect of one’s own

health and of others)
o New purchasing procedures.
o Health implements.

HYGIENE AND HEATH
While doing your purchases.



DESIGN

PROPOSAL

REQUIREMENTS:

✓ Must be portable to be able to install it at different spots.

✓ Must have a disinfecting process for hands and objects.

✓ Must be rechargeable.

✓ Must count with an instruction or method of use.

✓ Must be fabricated with light materials in order to be a light and portable product.

✓ Must have a minimalist and futuristic look.

✓ Must be multifunctional (able to sanitize hands and objects)

✓ Must have antibacterial or sterile materials in order to reduce the spreading of the virus.

✓ Must be used individually.

REFERENTES

Easy
mechanism

multifunctional

Individual
handling

Hygienic and 
disinfectant
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DESIGN

PROCESS
We design different proposals that came out based
on brainstorming, these designs were based on
objects that are used for disinfect or cleaning,
either basic hygiene products or more complex
mechanism such as sinks, looking at its different
sizes and uses, in order to get to the final product.

Smart sink
(washes and dries both hands)

Rechargeable antibacterial 
soap spray.

Portable sink with
automatic sensor.
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DESINFECTANT

MODULE

Article por people who are in charge of supplying their
homes in pandemic times, it’s designed for installing in 
different spots or shops where people crowd, it counts
with two disinfectant modules for hands and objects, 
avoiding the spread of the virus while entering, being
inside and leaving the store where the user is making
purchases.

FEATURES

recargableportable desinfectant multifunctionalindividual rechargeable



HAND MODULE
Counts with two sprayers and two temperature regulators 
which will fulfill the function of disinfecting and drying both 
hands.

MODULE FOR OBJECT
Counts with three sprayers, two in the sides and one on top 
of it in order to disinfect the user’s belongings.  

USAGE GUIDE
Counts with a led screen which will indicate if the module has 
an empty tank, low charge and the steps that the user must 
follow when using it.

ACTIVATION
Counts with two sensors that will activate by putting its feet
on top of it, each sensor activates a different module, either
the hand module or the module for objects.

Counts with sprayers that will disinfect hands and objects, also with temperature
regulators that will dry both hands, a led screen and two sensors at the base of the
product.



HOW TO USE

1.- The user must stand in front of the module and put all of its belongings in the
module for objects.

2.- Then, it must put both hand in the disinfectant module, that is
located under the screen.

3.- Once the screen indicates, it must activate the sensors that
are located at the base of the product.

4.- When this are activated, the user must follow a serie of three
short steps that will be shown in the screen.

5.- The steps consist of: knuckle wash, palm wash and
shake both hands to dry.

6.- Once the disinfection process is finished, the user
must remove both hands and belongings in order
to continue. 
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Counts with a drum fitted to pressure 
in a liquid extractor located inside the 
module. This one can be recharged
every time it’s emptied, just by
opening the rear door of the product, 
remove the drum, recharge and fit
again to the extractor.



GENERAL 

MEASURES AND 

PRODUCT 

EXPLOSION

COMPONENTS

Led screen

Module hand
sprayer

thermostat

Point sprayer for
objects

Waste rack

Fit top and 
structure

Fit base and
structure
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MATERIALS AND

PROCESSES

The product will count with light and antibacterial materials, in 
order to avoid the spreading of the virus, grant more safety to the 
user and to transport it to different part of the country.

pieces properties

structure

base

screen

sprayers

grooves

copper

ABS plastic with antibacterial
nanoguard laminate

Rubber lined steel

LED

copper

Stainless steel

Mold casting

Plastic injection

Injection and assembly

Mechanical installation

Mold casting

Matrixed in presses

- Antibacterial
- Desinfectant

- Recyclable
- antibacterial

- elastic
- adhesive

- color
- definition

- Antibacterial
- desinfectant

- Antibacterial
- Reusable

grating

materials Industrial processes




